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I love being part of a strong network of people that have similar
goals and who I can share with and learn from.
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APA-MA brings together the people, perspectives, and knowledge
to build communities that are more equitable, desirable, and
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It’s the best way to connect with planners
throughout the state and expand your
network.
You’ll learn a lot from the variety of
events and the people you meet.
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I find it extremely useful to learn about what my
colleagues are doing in other Massachusetts
municipalities and what issues they’re grappling with.
RETIRED
MEMBERS

I like being professionally involved mentoring new planners, learning best
practices, and being part of the team.
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- Access MA-specific planning resources
Visit our website, www.apa-ma.org, for planning resources,
including the Land Use Manager, Neighborhood Road Design
Handbook, and Planning Board Reference Guide. Stay tuned for a
newly-updated Land Use Guide!
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- Learn about becoming a Certified Planner (and maintaining
your certification!)
The American Institute of Certified Planners is the premiere
certification for planners. APA-MA provides several resources to
help planners get certified. We also offer many opportunities for
Certification Maintenance credits to help you stay certified,
including our annual two-day conference, held each October.
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APA-MA represents more than 1,100 planners working throughout
Massachusetts. APA-MA improves Massachusetts communities by
connecting planners and providing access to best practices and
planning experts who understand the local context. We are a
clearinghouse for information from state agencies, planning
organizations, individual planners, and regional planning
organizations. We bring professionals together for educational
opportunities, mentoring, networking, and socializing. Many
Massachusetts planners work in small offices with few or
sometimes no other planners. APA-MA provides opportunities for
planners to connect with one another, decreasing their sense of
isolation and improving professional satisfaction.

- Find your next planner!
We provide a free jobs board for municipalities, non-profit
organizations, consulting firms, and others. You can also post any
RFQs and RFPs with us -- all for free!

www.apa-ma.org / communications@apa-ma.org
twitter: @APA_Mass / linkedin: company/apa-ma
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